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INTRODUCTION 
College Recruiting Program 
(R. J . Horn, J r . , W. A. Kates) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The f i r s t -phase col lege t r i p s have now been completed. Second-
phase t r ips—for the presenta t ion of technical t a lks and interviewing— 
are beginning. Arrangements for these wi l l be coordinated through the 
Personnel Advisory Committee and wi l l involve greater pa r t i c ipa t ion by 
other Divisions. 
The Personnel Advisory Committee i s composed of representa t ives 
from Divisions 2, 3 , U, 6, and 7; J . W. Forres ter and M. M. Hubbard are 
chairman and vice-chairman, r e spec t i ve ly . A representat ive of the Per-
sonnel Office i s a member of the Committee ex of f ic io . The functions of 
the Committee are to consider personnel po l ic ies and procedures and to 
provide Division ass i s t ance to the Personnel Office where needed. 
The following i s a l i s t of the t r i p s made during t h i s biweekly 
period: 
Tall all — I I* l.ia.a (ftl l i u m l aiitrtautioa mad aa.oaJv T t a n w r t k l a p . i f i la tat. h t a w n i TUl M K M N . 1 (M l iMt tal.rm.Uoa .Nactlaa taa aarlaaal 
by aaa far Liacola Laaoratary par.oaa.l It .aaala aat a. m i l l l l J • laity ay taa Daa.rtra.al af taa arfaa.. af taa Uaitaa lamM artrata Utt • • * taa • • -
arras ar ararara ta .aT . ta.r laalrlaaal* ar | r « | i wltaaat n - Array, aaa Paaaiaaaaal af Oat Nary, aaa taa ataaaa. L«w.. (Ti l l . If U I C- f l~ r, | M l aval T*4) 
ara l . .ataarlaatla* It may aat a. r.praaac.a la *aal . ar la Daaartaaaal a* taa Air Fare, aaaar Air F.rtr 
•art wttaaat aannil.laa la wrltlat Irarn Llacata Laaar.tary Caatract Ma. AF Iff. lalf-afa. 
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2U, 25 Feb 
My act iv i t i e s in connection with the college recruiting program 
have been turned over to Francis Garth and Homer Peterson of Group 6 l . 
The outline of the technical talk prepared by F. Heart, Dr. H. Boehmer, 
and myself i s being prepared for distribution. 
(W. J. Canty) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
On 2U February 1955 I gave a talk on the subject of "Digital 
Computers" before the Boston College Chapter of Sigma Pi Sigma 
(Physics Honor Society) . This was given as a part of the Lincoln Labora-
tory recruiting program. 
(D. R. Brown, J. B. Ooodenough) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
During the weeks of 7 and lit February we v is i ted the University 
of Washington, the University of Oregon, Oregon State University, and Reed 
College. Four lectures were given, contact was renewed with key professors, 
and students were interviewed. In Seattle advertisements of Lincoln Lab-
oratory Job opportunities were placed in the daily papers; th i s resulted 
in many inquiries, but only a few were at a l l qualified for the work. 
The immediate f ru i t of the tr ip wi l l probably be reduced to four candi-
dates for Group 61; a professor at Reed College and an instructor at the 
University of Washington are interested in summer employment. 
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I - SYSTEM TEST & PLANNING 
1.1 Air Defense 
1.1.2 Cape Cod System Operation 
(C. A. Zraket) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Three formal demonstrations of the Cape Cod System were held 
on 15, 16, and 17 February. Members of the Air Force, Army, Navy, Western 
Electric, IBM, and o+her agencies attended. Simulated interceptors were 
used in all tests. 
An informal demonstration was conducted for Gen. Powers of ARDC 
and his staff on 21* February. This was a live test. 
The quality of Mark X daU. improved significantly during the 
week of 21 February after modifications were made to the equipment at 
S. Truro by Group 23. Two good interceptions were conducted on Tuesday 
and Thursday of that week. The remaining interceptions that were attempted 
were aborted because of aircraft equipment failures. 
Liaison with A. Bark of Division 5 has been initiated for the 
purpose of planning jamming tests against the Cape Cod System. 
Some thought has been given with other members of the group to 
planning a schedule for the programming for the AN/FSQ-7. An attempt is 
being made to determine as closely as possible the manpower and time re-
quirements for this Job. 
(W. Vecchia) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Total Assigned Time 
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(W. F. Harris) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
During the past 2 weeks I successfully completed the program-
ming requested by Group 31 and am now taking the 1°5U Cape Cod System 
familiarisation course. 
(E. Bedrosian) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
At present I am working on the association program which i s 
part of the system-simulation program. I expect to check out the associ -
ation program during the next biweekly period. 
I am also attending some of the lectures given in the 1951* 
Cape Cod System familiarisation program. 
(A. E. Budd) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
I have resumed work on the data-reduction program to compare 
tracking accuracy of the 195h Cape Cod System with Eaydist tracking. 
Also I have been attending some of the lectures given by 
Group 6l personnel on the 195U Cape Cod System familiarization program. 
(S . Hanber) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
I spent some time correcting and documenting the Cape Cod 
System tracking program. 
(R. Smith) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The 195U Cape Cod Equipment Notebook was issued to the inter-
ested Group 6l personnel; f ive other copies were given to the Air Force 
personnel. I am working on an addendum to the notebook to keep i t up to 
date. 
(H. Frachtman) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Work i s progressing smoothly with the Test Program Section on 
specif ications for the data-generation program. 
An M-note describing the recording program for the Cape Cod 
System i s being prepared. 
(0. T. Conant) (UNCLASSIFI3)) ^ v C \ / 
I completed annotation of situatioTftXH.splay 1-2. the light-gun 
interpretation program. I hope to c<yKil««^n.ow diagrams soon for a l l my 
programs. _ _ _.vV \ ^ 
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(B. Stahl , A. Mathlasen) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A modification of the Raydist conversion program to read in 
height and lane-count zero corrections i s giving trouble. However, i f 
these are inserted manually, the program does convert correctly. Some 
trouble ex i s t s in incorrectly prepared data tapes. These w i l l have to be 
edited before being converted. 
A parameter to the program to find range and azimuth from a 
given point has been written by B. Stahl at the request of E. Rawson of 
Group 2k. This has been partial ly checked out. 
Memorandum 6M-2776-1 by A. Mathiasen, giving the coordinates 
of significant points in the Cape Cod System, has been issued. 
(D. L. Bailey) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
I have concluded my work on the tracking programs for the 
195U Cape Cod System; in the future I w i l l be available for consultation 
on problems related to these programs. 
(R. Davis, A. Smalley, P. Dolan, A. Hill) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Test Coordination Sub-Section scheduled three Raydist orien-
tat ion, one Mark X, one equipment-confirmation, and three demonstration 
t e s t s . A track-accuracy test was scheduled but converted to a training 
accuracy t e s t for a special demonstration. 
One Raydist and the Mark X t e s t were cancelled because Mark X 
wa3 operationally unsatisfactory. One Raydist was cancelled so that the 
computer time could be used to check Mark X equipment and performance. 
Satisfactory resul ts were obtained from the one Raydist conducted. 
The equipment-confirmation tes t showed that the Mark X was not 
operationally satisfactory for good interception control. Th ;.s cancelled 
a l l aircraft scheduled for the f i r s t day's demonstration, which was con-
ducted as a completely simulated demonstration. 
Five strike aircraft were flown for the second demonstration. 
Al l interceptors were simulated because of Mark X unre l iabi l i ty . Weather 
cancelled aircraft for the third demonstration. This was conducted by 
u t i l i s i n g the Ampex tape containing the five strike aircraft flown on the 
previous day. Interceptors and supplemental strike data were simulated. 
The two Raydist-equipped strike aircraft scheduled for the 
track-accuracy t e s t were flown for the special demonstration. Four inter-
ceptor sort ies were ut i l iaed . Only one intercept pbm satisfactory because 
of Mark X fai lure, weather and radio difficultWsN In flying the two 
Raydist-equipped aircraft i t was determinedJH* Raydist tracking was con-
s i s tent from key point to key point. ^VJP 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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1.1.3 ID-l Programming 
(C. C. Grandy) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The staff of the Weapons Direction Subsection have been as -
signed responsibi l i t ies in the following areas: 
P. Vance - weapons assignment and direction 
E. McEvoy - height finding 
0 . Conant - point-defense weapons 
A. Chandler - intercept direction 
These individuals together with myself are preparing preliminary oper-
ational specifications for the related areas of the XD-1 System. Consider-
ation i s being given to previous work by other staff members, and the 
specifications w i l l be circulated for comment when fu l ly prepared. 
Division 6 Memorandum 6M-3399, "Nomenclature for XD-1 Console 
Labels," has been prepared and issued. The nomenclature agrees with that 
used in the draft of the "Joint Operational Plan" (SAGE System) or accepted 
variations thereof. 
(F. F. Oucker) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Documentation for the digital-display program in the 195U Cape 
Cod System i s now complete. Since 23 February I have been studying the 
monitoring function for XD-1. During the next biweekly period I plan to 
gather rough notes for operational specifications on monitoring. 
(D. Latimer) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
I have been gathering information to revise the Memorandum 
6M-3078 ("Program and Storage Organization For 195U Cape Cod Tracking 
Program"), and I have been studying the over-all organization of the Cape 
Cod System Program. 
I am also checking out indoctrination programs. 
(E. McEvoy) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
I have spent some time modifying the starPvover program in 
order to have i t operate correctly with the recordi^^program. The major 
part of my time has been spent doing prellminarv^oYk for XD-1. I have 
been reading the SAGE manuals and literature cuPheight finding. 
-CONrcDENTIU~ 
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(P. R. Vance) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The past 2 weeks have been devoted to obtaining background 
Information concerning the weapons-direction problem in the XD-1 System, 
attending the CCS familiarization lectures, and studying the XD-1 training 
problems. 
(F. Garth, S. Hauser) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Ve are at present concerned with two problems relating to the 
design of a manual-inputs system and to equipment specifications for this 
system. We are seeking to determine the following: 
1. What is the latest and most authoritative estimate of the 
number and kinds of manual-input sources for Subsector 1? 
punch? 
2. What is the expected rate of card output from each 026 card 
To answer the second question we have progressed in the tests 
described in our previous Biweekly Report and expect to attain concrete 
results within the next month. 
The results of our inquiry into these two questions will be 
contained in a memo on the subject of manual-inputs system and equipment 
requirements. 
(W. E. Ball, Jr.) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
For the past 2 weeks my time has been divided between back-
ground reading on the XD-1 System and attendance at 195U Cape Cod System 
lectures. Attendance at these lectures will continue to receive top pri-
ority during the coming biweekly period. 
(L. B. Collins) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
I am now checking out a utility program for the 195b Cape Cod 
System designed to display any 200 (octal) storage registers as alpha-
numerical instructions or octal constants. I am also attending the course 
on the 195b Cape Cod System. 
(D. L. Bailey) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
I an beginning to consider air-surveillance problems In the 
XD-1 Experimental SAGE Subsector. The initial goal i s ^ operational 
specification for those functions related to radar-da,̂ * input and auto-
matic tracking programs. -A> 
4iJljyjj^fi^UN 
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(H. Benington, A. Chandler) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Consolidation of the final 1951* Cape Cod System weapons-
direction program was completed diiring this biweekly period. This program, 















These functions are performed by 39 subprograms which were written, checked 
out, and documented by 20 programmers during the past year. During the 
first week of the next biweekly period, the complete records will be trans-
ferred to C. Zraket. After this time, we will devote our full time, except 
for occasional consultation, to R. L. Walquist's XD-1 Section. 
(F. Brooks) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A few trial programs have been written in XD-l code for each 
of the following functions: track sorting and correlation, dividing the 
Subsector into either strips or boxes, and conversion of fine-grain data, 
by several different methods. For each program, accuracy, average time 
required, and storage space required have been estimated. 
(C. Gaudette, R. Gildea, S. Knapp, J. Yienger) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Recently it has come to our attention that the IBM accounting 
machine type 1<02, now installed in the Card Room, ia inadequate for our 
needs. The principal reasons for this are: 
1. There are only 1*3 alpha-numeric printing positions on 
the U02. 
2. The 1*02 will not liat any apecial charactera, which are 
very useful in program listing. 
i» n IBH i ii T 111 
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If the U02 i s replaced by an IBM type 1*07, then 120 printing 
positions which wil l print IjU characters wi l l be available, furthermore, 
the UOV and the XD-1 718 printer have basically the same plugboard. An 
inter-off ice memo containing our recommendations has been submitted to 
R. L. Walquist. 
The binary punching, binary-octal card input, and tracing of 
in-out instructions programs have been coded. They w i l l be checked out 
on the IBM 701 in New York City. Some thought has been given to improve-
ment of the methods of approximating trigonometric functions by subroutines. 
( I . Hasel) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
During the past biweekly period, I spent part of the time 
reading the SAGE reports and background material on XD-1. The remainder 
of the time was spent in completing the flow diagrams for the situation-
display programs for CCS 5U. 
1.1 .li SAGE Planning 
(J. A. Arnow) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
H. Eramson of Hughes Aircraft was at the Laboratory on 2ii Feb-
ruary to discuss a number of questions concerning the integration of the 
F-102B with MX-1179 in the SAGE environment. Tentative plans were made to 
continue such meetings in thn future so that a joint technical plan for 
use of the F-102B can be written by Lincoln and Hughes. 
I attended a meeting with Sherman, Davenport, and Granlund of 
Division 3 at the General Electric Company in Syracuse to discuss ways of 
using the G.E. data link modified to a time-division system in the SAGE 
System. A meeting with BTL was held on 25 February to discuss possible 
modifications to the discrete-address l ink . 
(H. Peterson) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
I have formed a tentative l i s t of DID s lo ts for the SAGE System 
which i s now being reviewed by the XD-1 people. I have also started con-
solidating the needed basic displays for the purpose of assigning display 
b i t s . 
(V. Lone) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
H. Seward, H. Kirshner, and I attended a meeting at the 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, 195 Broadwajr^kew York City, 
on 2ii February for the purpose of discussing a preliminary ADES-BTL pro-
posal for Combat Center communications. lv • ^O 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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(J.J. Cahill, Jr.) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
I have spent most of this period preparing notes and charts 
for two talks I am giving in the SAGE familiarization program currently 
being conducted by Group 6l. The talks will be on AA guidance in the 
195U Cape Cod System and on point-defense weapon systems. 
I am reconsidering the target-battery evaluation program that 
I have written to see what can be done without undue complication to 
counter the effects due to the bias in favor of targets with low track 
numbers, which currently exists when the number of targets exceeds the 
number of batteries. When this problem is resolved, I shall proceed to 
code the program for XD-1. 
(A. G. Favret) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
On 21 February I visited the Raytheon Missile and Radar Di-
vision in Bedford and discussed the Hawk missile project. This visit is 
reported In 6M-339?. 
(H. Seward) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A l i s t of operational functions which have been considered, 
although not specified, for the SAGE System was compiled ?nd forwarded 
to J . Jacobs for Inclusion in 6M-3391, "Increase In AN/FSQ-7 Auxiliary 
Memory." Assistance in editing this note was also given. 
A meeting to discuss external communications requirements for 
the Conbat Center was attended by representatives of ADES, Bell Telephone, 
and A.T. 4 T. in New York, 2U February. R. Enticknap, V. Lone, H. Kirshner, 
and I represented Lincoln. 
Steps are being outlined to obtain a re l iable estimate of 
SAGE computing-time requirements. 
(A. R. Shoolman) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
I have nearly completed preparation of the draft of 6M-3330, 
tentatively entit led "Auxiliary Console and Wing Unit Equipment Allocation 
and Layout for AN/FSQ-7 Direction Centers," to be issued during the week 
of 28 February 1955. 
(V. S. Attridge, Jr . ) (CONFIDENTIAL) . ^ x 
I have attended several meetings condrrmd with the general 
manpower requirements for the operational instai ivt ion of a l l Direction 
Centers and Combat Centers as well as detai&gtDplanning for the f i r s t 
Direction Center. v^\/* 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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1.1.5 SAGE Training 
(S. B. Hibbard) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
On Monday, 7 January, Lee Murray and I attended a meeting a t 
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas, to discuss with AFPTRC what progress had 
been made with the D.C. t ra ining program for Air Force Personnel on the 
SAGE System and to a s s i s t them in wr i t ing a report to Hq., ARDC, tha t sum-
marized the problems confronting the t ra in ing program and problems re la ted 
to qua l i t a t i ve analysis of operations personnel. 
The past 2 weeks have been spent analysing the t ra in ing s i t u -
a t ion for the Cape Cod 5U System and working with ARDC, Air Force personnel, 
and Group 61 personnel to es tab l i sh a t ra in ing program. 
1.1.6 Test Program Planning 
(D. R. I s r a e l ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The major pa r t of the pas t biweekly period has been concerned 
with the planning and scheduling of test-program a c t i v i t i e s . This has 
taken the form of numerous meetings, both a t the Laboratory and a t BTL, 
Whippany. Tangible r e s u l t s of t h i s work are outl ines and l i s t s of work 
items for the t e s t program. This mater ia l has been issued in draft form 
for fur ther consideration within Groups 6l and 22. 
As a r e s u l t of the scheduling ac t i v i t y , i t i s c lear that the 
major shortcoming a t present i s a lack of sufficient programming manpower 
to complete data-recording data-generat ion, and data-reduct ion programs 
necessary before l i v e systems t e s t s can be conducted. Following the com-
p le t i on of these programs, currently scheduled for April and May, a shor t -
age of suff ic ient personnel to plan and analyze t e s t s w i l l become evident . 
The f i r s t milestone and f i r s t actual f l i g h t t e s t of the program i s expected 
to occur l a t e in March and wi l l be the f i r s t of a s e r i e s of t racking-
accuracy t e s t s . 
( J . F. Nolan) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Invest igat ion has begun on three aspects of the radar inputs 
to the Cape Cod System: 
1 . The correspondence of SDV track data with Raydist t rack 
data; 
2. The scan-to-scan cor re la t ion betwafX sequences of h i t s 
and misses from a track when i£^j{sMn a radar overlap a rea ; 
3 . The dispersion of r e tu r^ s - t y? an a i r c r a f t from two radars 
when the data i s cops^rqptf" into a s ingle coordinate system. 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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(J. Levenson) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The simulated-data-generation specifications are being re-
designed to provide facility for generation of track data and noise data 
which will be of use in program checkout as well a3 for systems tests and 
training. 
Some time was spent with visitors from Rand Corporation, who 
wished to see the 1951* Cape Cod System and also to discuss requirements 
for simulated data in the SAGE System in the event that they might supply 
this data. 
(E. Wolf) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A draft of the specifications for the initial mapping experi-
ments has been completed. The lack of a suitable camera at the monitor 
scope in the mapping room continues to be the principal factor delaying 
the start of these operations. 
A statement of the Raydist data-conversion problem has also 
been formulated in cooperation with G. B. Harris, Jr., of Group 22. 
(V. Z. Lemnios) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The copying of the flow diagram for the intercept-calculations 
and weapons-assignment program has been finished. Finished copies will be 
available soon. 
I finished writing the specifications for the programs required 
in the tracking-accuracy study. 
1.1.7 Analysis and Simulation 
1. Schedules for Future Work 
(W. I.Wells) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
As a result of meetings with Messrs. Here loans and Ennis of 
Bell Telephone Laboratories and Mr. Israel of Lincoln, work schedules for 
the test program have been agreed upon. The portion of the test program / 
that involves analytical studies or simulations is now being broken down 
into individual work projects, and the corresponding time schedules are 
4 
ng time 
being ironed out. C \ J 
tfT im* 
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2. Manned-Interceptor Simulation 
(H. D. Neumann) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The manned-interceptor-simulation program (MISP) has been 
tested and modified, but, because of computer trouble, i t could not be 
checked out. 
(B. Sraulowicz) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The manned-interceptor-simulation evaluation program has been 
completed and checked out. A new program i s being planned to simulate 
weather c lutter and track correlation for the MISP. 
3 . Charactron Display 
(H. D. Houser) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A program has been written which displays a moving tabular 
message on the XD-1 display console connected to MTC. This program i s 
being modified to give geographic and radar-data displays. 
U. Numerical Evaluation of Markov Processes 
(C. Friedman) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The basic program for the evaluation of f irst-order Markov 
processes has been checked out. At present a program to determine tran-
s i t i on probabil i t ies i s being checked out. 
5. Blip-Scan Investigation 
(B. V. S i t t l er ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A program i s being written to compute certain small-sample 
s t a t i s t i c s for use in testing blip-scan models. 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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1.2 Whirlwind I 
1.2.1 Cape Cod System Engineering 
(E. S. Rich) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A general plan for recording and analyzing performance data for 
the entire Cape Cod System operating as a unit has been worked out and 
agreed on by members of Group 61 and Division 2. A memo describing the 
plan will be published soon. Principal goals are to determine causes of 
all equipment failures that occur during Cape Cod operational tests, to 
reflect the effects of these failures on the operational mission, and to 
improve the over-all system reliability by calling attention to any weak 
elements. This program is a cooperative effort among Groups 22, 61, and 
6U. 
A successful mission was run the week of 21 February using Hark 
X data. A modification in logic recently made by Group 23 gave significantly 
better data at the computer. Further work is planned by Group 23 to im-
prove the azimuth-pulse takeoff from the antenna. 
1.2.2 VIWI System Operation 
Records of Operation 
(M. F. Currier, B. H. Jacobs) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The following is an estimate by the computer operators of the 
usable percentage of assigned operation time and the number of computer 
errors for the period 11 - 2U February 1955s 
Number of assigned hours 192 
Usable percentage of assigned time 96 
Usable percentage of assigned time 
since March 1951 89 
Usable percentage of assigned time 
since September 1953 91* 
Number of transient errors U 
Number of steady-state errors 5 
Number of intermittent errors 7 
Analysis of WWI Failures 
(4.. R. Curtiss) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The following is a breakdown of interrupting and potentially 
Interrupting failures occurring in the VIWI computer system for the bi-
weekly period, 11 - 2k February 1955» inclusive: 
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Total Number of Failures 3U 
Total Number of No-Lost-Time Failures 3 
Total Number of Lost-Time Failures 31 
Total Lost Time in Hours ID 





























































(A. J. Roberts, L. L. Holmes, D. A. Morrison) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
An intermittent failure in the auxiliary-drum system caused the 
majority of down time during this period. The trouble was traced to a 
faulty cathode follower in the coincidence circuits for the drum. Marginal 
checking did not uncover this fault . 
A failure of the -300-v supply resulted in the loss of half an 
hour of applications time. Four hours, scheduled for computer tes t ing , 
were used to repair the supply. 
The number of core-memory parity alarms declined sharply during 
this period. The increase in re l iab i l i ty may be the result of the i n -
stal lat ion of a new amplifier in the -b50-v supply. 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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Power Supplies 
(E. W. Pughe, J r . ) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The -300-v power supply fai led several times during the past 
2 weeks. The lOOO-v capaci tors subject to the peak inverse voltage of 
the thyratrons were being operated too near t he i r ra ted vo l t age . Capacitors 
rated a t 1500 vo l t s are now being used. 
An in ter lock c i r c u i t to prevent voltage from being put on the 
bus during maintenance periods was i n s t a l l ed on the -U50-v supply. 
1.2.3 Terminal Equipment 
Ampex Recorders 
(A. V. Shor t e l l , J r . ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The breadboard preamplifier was t r i e d out and showed considerable 
promise of a l l ev i a t i ng our dropout problem. However, fur ther study i s 
needed before the amplifier design i s frozen and sent to Draf t ing. 
CRT F i l t e r Sweep Circui t 
(A. V. Snor te l l , J r . ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The breadboard has been debugged, and a marked-up schematic has 
been sent to Drafting. This modification w i l l minimize sweep j i t t e r and 
prevent destruct ion of 2D21's. 
Fairchild Camera for Mapping Monitor 
(A. V. Shor te l l , J r . ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The experimental mount i s being i n s t a l l e d . Pushbutton operation 
of the camera should be avai lable by 1 March. 
Output Coder 
(L. H. Norcott) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
The test-message generator i s now operable. 
Power wiring for the output coder i s being modified so that the 
1 for coder can be broken up in to smaller blocks for Murginal-checking purposes 
9 
c 0 tm% CHTI 
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(T. Sandy) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The panels necessary for the automatic WWI computer signal to 
Building B for the height c ircuit have been installed and are working. 
Maintenance Programming 
(J. N. Ackley) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Four more test programs, the buffer-drum clear and complement 
check, the auxiliary-drum SAR check, the buffer-drum SAB. check, and the 
buffer-drum WBS check, have been added to the Room 156 consolidated test 
program. The control program was also modified to make i t respond faster 
and to allow the operator greater freedom in his actions to prevent stop-
ping the program because of operator error. 
The proposal for two new instructions for WWI appeared as 
6M-3359 during this period. 
Four more M-notes are partial ly completed and should appear dur-
ing the next biweekly period as follows: 
6M-339U Description of LSR3613»5 and T-3693 
6M-3393 Rules for Programming for the Room 156 Consolidated 
Test Control Program 
— - Description of the Room 156 Consolidated Test Con-
trol Program 
Description of the Test Programs of the Room 156 
Consolidated Test Program 
The ninth and l a s t t e s t program for the consolidated t e s t , the 
MITE control check, has been written and partially checked out. 
Plagued with status trouble in the buffer-drum system, I have 
written and checked out a te3t program which wi l l aid in locating the 
trouble. The program prints out the contents of baffer storage by address 
even though buffer storage may not be direct ly read by address. 
(L. Healy, C. S. Lin) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A new program for checking FOD MITE 0 i s being written. This 
program checks MITE 0 with a variety of t e s t messages generated by the 
computer, and a l l recordings on the buffer drtn are accomplished through 
the normal MITE 0 recording channel. No t e s t recording i s used. I t ' s 
believed that th i s new program wil l give a more thorough check of MITE 0 
than the present test program. 
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I I - AN/FSQ-7 
Group 62 Summary 
(N. H. Taylor) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A demonstration of the Charactron display console was given on 
21 February for Group Leaders of Division 6 and others interested. It is 
apparent that those responsible for Charactron development have successfully 
met the target set for them 2 years ago. 
It was agreed by tnose attending the demonstration that the situa-
tion-display console as it now stands is a usable piece of equipment. New 
aims for future work include increasing legibility, brightness, and flicker. 
We can now say that the Charactron endeavor has been quite suc-
cessful and that significant improvement over the Cape Cod display system 
is evident. 
Delivery of the XD-1 drum system has been delayed to allow suf-
fucient time for frame-testing in Poughkeepsie. Delivery is expected 
about 11 March. 
A document justifying the amount and kind of additional auxiliary 
memory needed has been submitted to the Joint Project Office of the Air 
Force, and approval has been indicated. 
2.1 Liaison 
2.1.1 System 
Additional Auxiliary-Memory Drums 
(A. P. Kromer) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A conference a t the ADES office on Thursday, 2k February 1955, 
reviewed the resu l t s of the study of t h i s matter by a l l organizat ions . 
These were as follows: 
1. Lincoln indicated tha t AN/FSQ-7 operational capabi l i ty w i l l 
not meet t ha t outlined in the ADC Operational Plan without addi t ional 
auxiliary-memory capaci ty . 
2 . AFCRC concurred with the Lincoln presenta t ion. 
3 . ADC reaffirmed the i r desire to<rfp!^tain the operat ional capa-
b i l i t y and capacity of the SAGE System as ,«^l$4ned in the Operational Plan. 
C 0 N r ID L I T I * L 
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U. IEM stated that t h e i r study was not y e t completed, but they 
now believe tha t the schedule for delivery of a l l AN/FSQ-7 systems wi l l 
be delayed 1 month ( i . e . , 1 July 1956 to 1 August 1956 for f i r s t system, 
e t c . ) and tha t addi t ional cost w i l l approximate $UOO,000/system plus 
$277,000 addi t ional engineering and s tar t -up expense. 
5 . Western E lec t r i c reported tha t the change would not delay 
completion of the building but would increase the cos t approximately 
$7500 for each of the f i r s t two s i t e s but nothing t h e r e a f t e r . 
Based on these f indings , the Air Force J o i n t Project Office 
authorized (a) the change to add the frame and s ix addi t ional drums for 
auxi l iary memory and the accompanying MCD frame in a l l AN/FSQ-7 systems; 
(b) necessary changes in ducts and a i r handlers for Direction Center 
buildings} (c) necessary provisions for the added equipment in Combat 
Center bui ld ings ; and (d) study of need for add i t iona l equipment i n 
AM/FSQ-8 system (pending the study the AFCRC Exhibit 55-18 .will not 
specify the added equipment). 
Engineer ing-Insta l la t ion Committee 
(A. P. Kromer) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Based on above-mentioned conclusions, the Committee met to es tab-
l i s h a plan for evaluating the effect of the added equipment on the de-
sired operat ional date for the Maguire Subsector ( i . e . , 1 March 1957). 
This study i s to be completed 16 March. 
Also, a program was es tabl ished to develop a schedule for i n -
s t a l l a t i o n and t e s t of the Stewart Subsector and Hancock Combat Center. 
Target dates of U* April and 19 May, respect ively , were set for completion 
of these schedules. 
Technical Information Releases 
(P. Bragar, E. D. Lundberg, J . J . Carson) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The following mater ia l has been released as engineering data 
for AN/FSQ-7 and SAGE System. 
TIR M-Note Subject 
1-58 Group report 20-3 SAGE Equipment Lis t for Combined 
revised Heavy Radar and Radio S i t e 
1-60 6M-3198-1 Master Reference L i s t , Lincoln 
Laboratory Requirements for Com-
bined C.C.rfSC. Buildings. JP 
0 N {0iH TI k L 
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TIR M-Note 
1-61 Group report 36-3 
1-62 Group report 20-U 
Subject 
Communications: Texas Tower to 
Shore via U.H.F. Tropospheric 
Scatter 
SAGE Equipment List for Surveillance 
Radar Station 
SAGE System and XD-1 Schedules 
(W. H. Ayer, J. J. Carson, F. F. Manning) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
We have been studying methods of schedule charting and posting 
of SAGE progress in order to fac i l i ta te a coordination and follow-up ser-
vice for the XD-1 and duplex planning groups. 
This program i s to amplify alarm points where engineering in-
vestigation will be required to maintain the planned system sat i s factor i ly . 
(E. L. Smiley, W. H. Ayer) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
Computer floor layouts for the D.C. buildings have been agreed 
upon by 191 and Lincoln. This layout includes hole changes caused by: 
1. The new auxiliary memory; 
2. The loss of the air duct in the power module of the frames} 
3 . Increased f l e x i b i l i t y ; 
U. Movement of holes under frames. 
XD-1 Command Post layout and construction drawings are being 
circulated for concurrence within the Laboratory. 
Work has been started to construct a light-proof booth around 
the prototype situation console in MTC to provide the optimum viewing 
conditions for a systems-type display. Group 38 will conduct tests to 
evaluate this display. 
2.1.2 Technical 
(K. McVicar, C. Watt, J. Mazaa, T. Parkins, R. Jeffrey) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
We have begun col lect ing schedule data covering Systems Office 
responsibil it ies; this information wi l l be issued in an M-note during the 
week of 28 February. A summary schedule for the f i r s t Subsector i s about 
two-thirds complete. A survey of expected capacity and r e l i a b i l i t y of the 
subsystems (radars, AN/FSQ-7, communication equipment, e tc . ) of SAGE has 
begun and wi l l continue through March. 
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2.2 XD-1, XD-2 
2 .2 .1 Systems 
Sage Experimental Subsector Planning Section 
(H. E. Anderson, L. Aronson, H. J. Piatt) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The f i r s t Approval Committee meeting wi l l be held on Monday, 
28 February 1955. We have prepared an equipment schedule for 1955, which 
wi l l be discussed at the meeting. A study of specification changes needed 
for the Experimental Subsector i s being compiled so that adequate plans 
for incorporating these changes wil l be made. 
Logical Services Committee 
(R. P. Mayer, N. T. Jones) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Auxiliary Memory. The Auxiliary Memory Study Group i s preparing 
a memo suranarizing the data collected by the Group. The memo i s in two 
parts, 6M-33U9 (unclassified) and 6M-3350 (confidential) , and i s nearly 
ready for publication. I t i s based on an inter-off ice memo published 
19 January. Although consents on the la t t er memo were requested from 191, 
none have been received. 
I t i s hoped that concurrence can be reached on 6M-3328 "Proposed 
Specifications for Auxiliary Memory Expansion of the AN/FSQ-7" by 1 March. 
Training Programs. The schedule for the Systems Office Training 
Program has been revised s l ightly In 6M-33U8-I. A. Vanderburgh has published 
lecture notes, in rough-draft form, for the f i r s t five lectures . These 
notes w i l l soon be issued as memoranda for general distribution. 
A training program i s being organised for the f i r s t group of ten 
ADES people. This program wi l l be an expansion and acceleration of the 
Systems Office Training Program. I t i s tentatively planned to have A. 
Vanderburgh give the lectures and to make extensive use of IEM preliminary 
manuals. 
Drawings. The Logical Services Committee f i l e of im block schem-
at ics i s organized by logic numbers and i s f i l l i n g rapidly. 
An experimental drawing for the coordinated set of block diagrams 
1.as been completed and wi l l be included as a sample in a forthcoming memo 
explaining the new aeries . 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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Command Post DP Desk 
(R. D. Buzzard) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The f a c i l i t i e s to be provided a t the Command Post DD desk for 
AN/FSQ-7 were discussed with B i l l Lone of Group 6l and members of the IBM 
System Planning Group. A proposed spec i f ica t ion wi l l be published during 
the week of 28 February. 
Warning Lights and Manual Inputs 
(R. D. Buzzard) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
I par t ic ipa ted in studying the requirements of Group 61 for the 
use of warning l i g h t s and manual-input switches on the auxi l i a ry consoles 
and the wing uni t s attached to s i tua t ion-d isp lay consoles. These requi re-
ments are incompatible with the present cabling plans of IBM. Discussions 
are in process to resolve the difference. 
ID-1 System 
(J. MoCusker) (UNCLASSIFISD) 
An LRI monitor scope is required to display IRI information. 
The main problem being investigated is conversion of r-S data into a form 
suitable for display. 
Telephone Communications 
(C. J. Carter, H. J. Kirshner) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A meeting was held on 17 February at Western Electric Company, 
New York, between ADES, ADC, IBM, and Lincoln to discuss the production-
machine maintenance intercom system. The purpose of the meeting was to 
discuss the relative merits and costs of a separate manual maintenance 
intercom system as compared to a maintenance intercom system incorporated 
in the dial PBX. 
A meeting was held on 16 February with interested persons in 
Group 61 to discuss requirements for external voice circuits for XD-1. 
As a result of this meeting, the external voice telephone traffic diagram 
was revised and will soon be published as 6M-30OO, Supplement 5. 
Requirements for all XD-1 external circuits, including data, 
teletype, voice, keying, and ground/air radio, have b-aen discussed with 
Group 61 and Group 22 and will be published as 6M-3275. A preliminary 
study has been made to determine the approximate cost of these circuits. 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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A meeting was held on 2li February at AT&T i n New York between 
AT&T, BTL, ADES, and Lincoln to discuss external-communication require-
ments for Combat Centers. 
2.2.2 Instal lat ion 
Display Frames 
(R. Fallows) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Frame 25 wiring has been checked out. Wiring corrections have 
been made except for some new coax l ines which were ordered from IBM. 
Corrections to charts are being held until up-to-date drawings are ob-
tained from IBM. The power module has arrived and i s being wired in . The 
f i r s t shipment of pluggable units has been received, but frame testing 
wi l l be held up until more PU's arrive. 
Frame 2li w i l l be shipped in the next biweekly period. This 
frame wi l l require extensive wiring before frame tes t s can be performed. 
XD-1 Cabling 
(R. C. Jahn) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A brief investigation to determine the effect of pickup when 
combining a-c and d-c power cables for the short run between termination 
boxes and consoles was made. 
Calculations and verifying experiments show that with a 5-ft 
run of 15 amperes, 120 vol ts , the worst possible cable layout has a pick-
up of 15 mi l l i vo l t s . Ordinary instal lat ions should not give more than 2 
mil l ivolts pickup. 
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2.2.2 I n s t a l l a t i o n (Continued) 
XD-1 I n s t a l l a t i o n Information - Report 29 (Extract) 
(H. Mercer, P. Morr i l l , H. Wainwright) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
I . Building Construction 
We were to ld during the week of ill February t h a t the Air Force 
hoped to conduct t h e i r inspection for f i n a l acceptance of the i n t e r i o r of 
the building on 28 February. At tha t time i t was ant ic ipated that a l l 
work under the general contract , with the exception of the louvered c e i l -
ing, would be completed. 
I t would appear tha t the i n t e r i o r w i l l be e s sen t i a l l y complete 
by 28 February, but f ina l acceptance wi l l probably have to be delayed 
pending completion of a "punch l i s t " of def iciencies l i ke ly to be a r e -
sul t of the inspect ion. 
I I I . Equipment Cooling 
Testing of the chil led-water l i n e was s t a r t e d this week and i s 
expected to be completed 25 February. The l ine wi l l be insulated the week 
of 28 February. Chilled water wi l l be piped to the a i r handlers for the 
central-computer frames by about 7 March. Balancing of these frames i s 
expected to s t a r t a t about the same time. 
IV. Cabling and Method of Dis t r ibut ion 
B. Cabling 
Job I I , power cabling PCD to MCD's - as l a s t reported, a l l cables 
are in place, but completion of the work must await del ivery of the r e -
maining MED frames, 29, 3 1 , 37, and 1*8. 
Job I I I , power cabling MCD's to end modules - cabling should be 
completely prefatbed during the week of 28 February. 
Console power and signal cabling wi l l be s t a r t e d about 1 March. 
Signal cables for the f i r s t - f l o o r display frames are being expedited. 
V. Equipment Layout 
IBM basement - drawings were received on 21 February but had to 
be revised as a r e s u l t of IBM's decision to eliminate the meszanlne because 
that area would be unsuitable for Charactron s torage . New drawings are 
expected by 2 March. 
Second floor - Projection room. The Production Control and Sys-
tems Offices are t rying for approval and concurrence of these drawings. 
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VI. l igh t ing 
Delivery of the louvered ce i l ing and f i t t i n g s has been very poor. 
C l ips , part of the hanger-system f i t t i n g s , f i n a l l y arrived 2$ February, 
i n s t a l l a t i o n of the louvers wi l l s t a r t 28 February; completion of the 
i n s t a l l a t i o n in any one room, however, i s dependent on completion of the 
sprinkler-system t e s t i n g . 
VII. Telephones 
Cables have been pulled between the basement frame room and the 
switchboard room on the second f loor . 
Console cabling w i l l s t a r t as soon as i n s t a l l a t i o n of the sus-
pended trough system permits—probably during the week of 28 February. 
VII I . General 
Performance by the general contractor has again been disappoint-
ing. His three-par t promise of: 
1. Turning over a block of s ix rooms on the second floor on 
h February; 
2 . Turning over a l l rooms within the building on 11 February; 
3 . Turning over the complete balance of the bui lding in t e r io r 
on 18 February 
was kept only as far as par t 1, above. An inspection t r i p indicated that 
a f a i r amount of work on the corr idors , l i gh t ing and spr ink le r systems 
remains to be done. 
2 .2 .3 Testing 
ID-1 Evaluation 
(W. Canty, J . Crane) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A t r i a l evaluation of the XD-1 cent ra l computer has been made. 
For th is evaluat ion, techniques discussed in 6K-3226, "Central Computer 
Evaluation," were used, and emphasis was placed on methods of data col-
l ec t ion and presenta t ion . 
( J . Crane) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A study of the manual-inputs system for the AN/FSQ-7 i s being 
made so tha t procedures for evaluating t h i s system in XD-1 can be deter -
mined. 
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ID-1 Drum 
(S. L. Thompson) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The drum-system study was completed, and a note describing the 
evaluation procedure was prepared. This note wi l l not be c i rcula ted u n t i l 
the drum-system r e l i a b i l i t y programs to be used during the evaluation have 
been chosen. (These programs have not been w r i t t e n y e t . ) 
XD-1 Magnetic Tape 
(S. L. Thompson) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A study of the magnetic-tape system was s t a r t ed , but the block-
schematic drawings for the tape equipment have not ye t been received from 
IBM. Therefore, t h i s project was temporarily dropped, and the g a p - f i l l e r -
radar input equipment was studied ins tead . 
XD-1 D-C Supplies 
(S. Cof f in / . J . Clarke) (UNCLASSIFI3D) 
We have conducted regulat ion t e s t s on a l l the d-c supplies in 
bank A except the -li8-v and *600-v suppl ies . The regulation in several 
of the supplies f a i l s to meet our purchase spec i f ica t ions , but in no case 
i s i t off by more than a factor of 2 . This can be corrected by making 
proper adjustments in the control c i r c u i t s . 
Studies are being made of the inrush current which flows when 
the fu l l input voltage i s suddenly applied to the suppl ies . The r e s u l t s 
w i l l be used to determine the method of applying voltage to the supplies 
in the duplex AN/FSQ-7. Excessive inrush must be avoided, since i t would 
make i t necessary to use oversized c i rcui t breakers , thus reducing pro-
tect ion during normal operation. 
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2.3 Production System 
(M. Feldste in , S. Ginsburg, H. Rising) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A draft of the AN/FSQ-7 output speci f ica t ions for the duplex 
system was wri t ten and submitted for IBM-SO concurrence. Concurrence i s 
being delayed u n t i l agreement on the d e t a i l s of t h e t e s t f a c i l i t i e s can 
be reached. I t i s expected tha t concurrence w i l l be rendered within the 
next week. 
Consideration was given to various methods of modifying the 
ground/air section in order tha t an adequate computer loop t e s t can be 
made in conjunction with the LRI sect ion. 
Present work i s directed towards es tab l i sh ing a schedule which 
estimates the future possible requirements of the output system. 
(R. H. Oould) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The necessi ty has a r i sen to r e ju s t i fy the telephone equipment 
planned for use of the duplex Central maintenance personnel. Analysis of 
the cost of the various possible systems and determination of the main-
tenance requirements w i l l show the d e s i r a b i l i t y of the present ly planned 
system. 
Digital-Data Circui ts 
(F. E. I r i s h ) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The Bell Telephone Laboratories have published a r epor t , "Funda-
mental Technical Requirements for Digi ta l Data Transmitters, Receivers, and 
Associated Equipment." This document out l ines a number of the requi re -
ments influencing the design of the terminal equipment (DDR's and DDT's) 
for the data c i r c u i t s . The purpose of th i s document, other than defining 
equipment spec i f ica t ions , i s to show what w i l l be included in the d i g i t a l -
data-service package i f i t i s leased from the Bell System. 
This document has been reviewed by the Communications Committee 
of Division 6 and by members of Division 2, and their comments have been 
transmitted to the BTL. In general , i t spec i f ies a data-transmission 
system which i s in accord with the system expected by Lincoln and IBM. 
Auxiliary-Memory Jus t i f i ca t ion 
(P. Bagley, J . Jacobs, L. Jeffery, R. MayerbtfHNCLASSIFIED) 
Work continued on the Jus t i f i ca t ion f g ^ f a a i t i o n a l auxi l iary 
memory for F9Q-7. The conclusion was that a duOrame containing s ix 
uONrifttMTIAL 
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addi t ional drums should be supplied for the production machines. The r e -
s u l t s of the study have been prepared in draft form and will soon be 
published as 6M-3391, " J u s t i f i c a t i o n for Increase in Auxiliary Memory and 
the Method of Increasing I t . " 
FSQ-8 Specificat ions 
(W. Lone, P. Bagley) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A committee consis t ing of W. Lone (Qroup 6 l ) , B. Housman (IBM), 
and P. Bagley (Qroup 62) has undertaken a study of the Combat Control 
Center. The aim i s to prepare a speci f ica t ion of the AN/FSQ-7 by the 
t en ta t ive date of 1 April 1955. The r e su l t s of a preliminary study are 
contained i n Memorandum 6M-J388, "Preliminary Study of FSQ-8.• Detailed 
answers to spec i f ic questions affecting speci f ica t ions are current ly being 
sought from Group 6 l and the Air Force. A major question ex i s t s concern-
ing the auxiliary-memory requirements for the FSQ-8 operational and standby 
programs. 
FSQ-7 Re l i ab i l i t y and Maintenance 
(P. R. Bagley) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Memorandum 6M-33ul, mentioned in previous Biweeklies as "Main-
tenance Requirements for FSQ-7 Based on Predicted Computer Performance," 
i s undergoing further rewr i t ing . I hope i t w i l l be published about U 
March under a more appropriate t i t l e , "Predicted Computer Performance and 
Maintenance Requirements fo r XD-1 and Production FSQ-7." 
AN/FSQ-7 Standby Computer Program 
(P. R. Bagley) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Memorandum 6M-3389, "Description and Estimated Storage Require-
ment of the AN/FSQ-7 Standby Computer Program," presents a broad out l ine 
of t h i s program. Thoughtful consideration and comments are earnes t ly 
so l i c i t ed , s ince many d e t a i l s must be worked out Jo in t ly by Groups 6 1 , 
62, 6li, and IBM within the next h months. 
Long-Range-Radar Inputs (LRI) 
(A. Hughes, J . May, A. Werlin) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Supplement 1 t o 6M-3276 has been publishjnVjJc'torrect, d e l e t e , 
and add to the specif ica t ions (6M-3276). IBM aifl-Aystems Office concurrence 
was effected by 6M-33P6, "Long Range Radar ItMj,"Specification for the 
I n i t i a l AN/FSQ-7's." tf> 
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Memorandum 6M-3396, "Number of Data Circuits from a Long Range 
Radar S i t e , " was published to be used in a Technical Information Release 
(TIR) s t a t i ng the decision to have two data c i r cu i t s f rom each s i t e . 
Gap-Filler Inputs (DFI) 
(A. Hughes, J . May, A. Werlin) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The specif icat ions for the gap - f i l l e r - i n ju t equipment for the 
f i r s t AN/FSQ-7 have been concurred upon by IBM and the Systems Office. 
Cross-Telling Inputs (XTI) 
(A. Hughes, J . May, A. Werlin) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The cross te l l ing- input specif ica t ions for the f i r s t AN/FSQ-7 
have been concurred upon by IBM and the Systems Office. 
Power Generation 
( J . J . Gano) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The f i r s t draf t of 6M-3378, "Power Generation and Dis t r ibut ion 
for the Fourth S i t e , " has been ci rculated to in teres ted p a r t i e s . The 
power-dissipation f igures for the load frames which were obtained from a 
table received from the power group of IBM differ from those obtained by 
Francis Associates through another source a t IBM. The discrepancies w i l l 
be invest igated because of the importance of thf values in the design of 
the equipment cooling. 
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2.U Vacuum Tube Circuits 
Duplex Circuit Approval 
(R. L. Best) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Schedules ca l l for release of many circuits for duplex machines 
before they have been tested in XD-1 or XD-2. This i s not a desirable 
s ituation, but neither i s i t bad enough to warrant delaying the schedules. 
The practice of the IBM and MIT Basic Circuit Groups has been to approve 
circuits as the schedule requires when there appears to be a good chance 
that the card details w i l l not need to be changed. Card-assembly changes 
can be made relatively eas i ly at a later date, in the form of engineering 
changes. 
Flip-Flop, Model A 
(N. J. Ockene) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The upper-level delay for complementing action varies between 
0.1 microsecond and 0.25 microsecond, depending upon the amplitude of the 
triggering pulse. This relationship of delay to pulse amplitude was i n -
vestigated and found to depend essent ia l ly on the discharge time of the 
capacitance in the cathode c ircui t . Values of capacitance as low as 10 
micromicrofarads in the cathode c ircui t cause the f l ip-f lop to be delay-
sensit ive to variations of trigger amplitude. Complete elimination of a l l 
capacity (with the exception of interelectrode and wiring capacity) in the 
cathode circuit eliminates variable delay sensi t iv i ty . However, this rem-
edy also decreases the margin at higher trigger amplitudes as well as mak-
ing the f l ip-f lop too sensit ive at low trigger amplitudes. 
Sensing Amplifiers for Memory Planes 
(R. C. Zopatti) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
In order to expedite the further development of a transformer-
input sense amplifier, the equivalent source impedance of a memory plane 
must be synthesized. Since the source impedance of a memory plane i s 
unknown, various c ircui t configurations have been tested without too much 
success. • Work i s continuing along these l i n e s . 
High-Speed-Memory Selection-Plane Driver 
(D. Shansky) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
An effort i s being made to develop a pulse transformer which wi l l 
provide a current stepup of approximately l s 2 , rise and f a l l times of 0.05 
microsecond for a 3-amp pulse, and a "flat" top.of 0.25 microsecond. The 
secondary of the transformer wil l be required to present an impedance of 
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a few hundred ohms to the load. A driver (vacuum tube) which wi l l enable 
the study of various transformers has been designed and wi l l be bread-
boarded shortly. 
Pojghkeepsle Trip - XD-1 Drum Heads 
(D. Shansky) (UNCIASSIFIED) 
A tr ip was made to 191 to determine whether the 1 9 people who 
have been working on the drums are cognizant of the d i f f i cu l t ies we have 
been having with the heads in the MTC drum and to ascertain whether they 
were having similar d i f f i c u l t i e s . We found that they were aware of the 
inadequacies of the mechanical design of the present heads. Some steps 
are being taken by them to correct these def ic iencies . 
Phone-Line Demodulator and Modulator 
(E. B. Glover) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
We have received the f i r s t modulator, bui l t in pluggable units . 
I t i s being type-tested at present. 
The M-note entit led "Digital Data Transmitter" (6K-3I4O2) has 
been completed and wi l l be sent to the Duplicating Room 28 February. The 
M-note concerning the denodulator i s in the rough-draft stage and should 
be completed within the next biweekly period. 
Pulse Converter 
(W. F. Santelmann, Jr . ) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Experimentation with delay-line-controlled monostable pulse gen-
erators continues. The goal i s to develop a c ircui t which can be triggered 
by a standard 0.1-nsec pulse and which wi l l produce a 0.05-nsec to 0.2-u.sec 
variable-duration output pulse with a duty factor up to 50JC. 
Of the three c ircui ts considered, the delay-line-controlled block-
ing osc i l la tor has been discarded as unsuitable for high-duty-factor opera-
tion, and the current-driven, shorted-delay-line c ircuit has been temporarily 
discarded in favor of the delay-line-controlled multivibrator. The multi-
vibrator c ircui t produces excellent pulses, and, although i t i s not free 
of d i f f i c u l t i e s , i t promises to solve the problem. 
o 
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Pulse Amplifiers 
(B. Barrett) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The pulse-amplifier report has been finished and the drawings 
checked, and it should be issued shortly as an M-note. 
Another high-speed (10-mc) flip-flop has been designed and is 
being constructed as a breadboard for test. 
2.5 Display 
Display Console 
(C. Corderaan, J. Woolf) (UNCIASSIFIED) 
The circuitry associated with the situation display in the dis-
play console has been debugged. Some work remains to be done on the yoke 
amplifier in order to attain proper settling time. A simulated XD-1 pro-
gram was supplied by H. Houser of Group 61 for demonstration purposes. 
The necessary hardware to mount a Typotron in the console will 
be received 2 March, and the remainder of the console will then be checked. 
Vector Generator 
(J. Woolf) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A new card layout for the sweep generator will be made in order 
to incorporate modifications to minimize prf sensitivity of the vector 
generator. 
Display-System Test Planning 
(R. H. Oerhardt) (UNCIASSIFIED) 
C. Hesner, H. Rotticci, and D. Williams of IBM came to Lexington 
to discuss the digital-display (DD) test planning with Dick Fallows and 
myself. The test seems adequate to detect any design error. We also con-
sidered some aspects of diagnostic programs for the DD. The aim of a diag-
nostic program is to detect and locate any single failure caused by weak 
Itubes or open or shorted diodes. 
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MTC Connection to the ID-1 Display System 
(R. H. Oerhardt) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A. Bedard has written construction requisitions for a l l cables 
and panels to be made In the shop. He has also made rough layouts of the 
panels In each rack. We plan to have a l l equipment assembled and checked 
prior to 1 April. 
Situation-Display Generator Element 
(E. Callahan, B. Gurley) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
As stated in the l a s t Biweekly, most of our time has been spent 
in planning the t e s t procedure for frame 2ii. 
We are developing an ins ta l la t ion procedure that detai l s the order 
in which pluggable units wi l l be added and describes the signals expected 
at each step of the Instal lat ion. This phase of the planning wi l l be f i n -
ished in the f i r s t week of March. 
I t i s now expected that frame 2U (minus a l l intermodule wiring) 
wi l l arrive during the f i r s t week of March. 
Display Decoder 
Voltage-Reference Circuit 
(H. E. Zieman) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Marginal checking of the decoders has revealed that the output 
of the voltage-reference circuit would vary almost 0.1% for a 2% change 
in the -300-v supply voltage and would vary 2% with a 60-v excursion on 
the -300-v marginal-check l ine . A new circuit has been designed which 
wi l l hold this reference within 0.1% for a 10% change in supply voltage 
and wi l l hold to 1% for 135-v swing on the marginal-check l i n e . 
Constant-Current Source 
(H. E. Zieman) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
With the new voltage-reference circuit the outputs of the con-
stant-current sources remain within 0.1% for a 2% variation in the marginal-
check line and within 1% for 60-v swing In the same check l ine . 
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Current Gate Tubes 
(H. E. Zieman) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
A study of the current gate tubes shows that the current output 
remains within 0 . l£ for a plate-voltage variation from 80 to liOO v o l t s . 
The dynamic resistance of this c ircuit i s in the order of 50 megohms. 
Since the output of the decoder i s variable, studies are now being made 
of the variation of current-gate-tube plate voltage as a function of the 
decoder-output voltage. 
SD Camera and Camera Control 
(L. L. Sutro) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The camera and i t s hood w i l l be mounted on the face plate of 
console 5. A. Smith and L. Prentice are designing the hood and a bezel 
to attach the hood to the face plate. Between the bezel and the Charactron 
there wi l l be a rubber seal to exclude ambient l ight from the camera. 
The log ic of the camera control has changed again. Since there 
i s danger of a l ight leak through the rubber seal mentioned above, pro-
vision i s now made to close the shutter after every intensif ication of the 
scope. Previously, i t had been planned to leave the shutter open when 
multiple exposures of a single frame of film were required. 
Fairchild Camera & Instrument Co., supplier of the camera, has 
been asked to recommend both the distance at which the camera should be 
mounted from the Charactron and the change in the lens mount to focus the 
camera at this distance. 
Design of the pluggable units comprising the camera control i s 
in progress. 
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2.6 Vacuum Tubes 
2 .6 .1 Activit ies of Group 65 
Charactron Program 
(P. loutz) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
During the past 2 weeks time was spent experimenting with conr 
Structional techniques and processing procedures proposed by Convair for 
their production l ine . As yet we have not received the manufacturing 
and processing specifications from Convair. They have completed their 
specifications through the bulb processing, and very favorable production 
reports have been received from them. C. W. Williams of 191, J. S. Palermo, 
and I w i l l v i s i t Convair on 26, 28 February and 1 March 1955 to review 
Convair's present manufacturing procedures and to study their new manu-
facturing specifications. 
C. L. Cordennan of Group 62 and F. L. Holmes of IiM have been 
observing astigmatism and beam-center shift on guns in the Charactrons. 
A number of special research experiments were constructed at MIT and tested 
to study these phenomena. C. L. Cordennan and F. A. Rodgers of Group 25 
participated in these investigations. Work wi l l continue on this program 
next period, and A. Zacharias w i l l conduct these studies for Group 65. 
Five more l i f e - t e s t posit ions have been started for the Charac-
tron l i f e - t e s t rack. 
Typotron Program 
(P. Tout*) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
Twenty convergence c o i l s have been received from Hughes for the 
l i f e - t e s t racks. Several c o i l s were damaged during shipment because of 
faulty packaging. Ten tubes have been received from Hughes' production 
line for l i f e t e s t s . 
Receiver-Tube Program 
(P. Toutt) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
I attended a meeting with the 191 Tube Group on second source. 
I made a trip to Tung-Sol to review progress on the improved 5998. The 
program to polycast 2ii20 tubes was given second priority this period. 
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2.6.2 Tube Research and Development 
(S. Twicken) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
I attended a meeting at Tung-Sol with the Project High Tube Group 
to review progress of the DT-U38 (improved 5998) program. Mounting and 
handling f a c i l i t i e s are nearing completion, the reworked exhaust machine 
i s being shaken down, and parts for two alternative anode redesigns are 
on order. The causes of grid-cathode shorts in the prototype 5998 were 
reviewed and plans outlined to eliminate them in the DT-U38. Plans to 
reduce cathode temperature, high in the 5998, were also reviewed. The 
necessity for maintaining a 5998 delivery schedule compatible with IIM's 
needs was discussed with Dr. liright, vice-president in charge of research 
and engineering, and passed on by him down the Tung-Sol organization. 
Early indications in the 7AK7/2U20 polycasting program are that 
the screen grid-to-cathode spacing of the later 7AK7's was smaller than 
the spacing of present 2l»20's. More dissections are necessary to confirm 
th i s . I f so, the greater spacing in the 2U20's would, of course, cause 
lower plate currents. 
Pulse-characteristic testers have been completed and se t up in 
the Barta and Lexington tube laboratories. A correlation of the two 
equipments wi l l be made this period. 
(D. C. Lynch, J. S. Palermo) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
During the past 2 weeks work has continued on the construction 
of 19-inch Charactrons. One tube with a standard P7 phosphor and a second 
with a P16 modification have been completely chemically processed and are 
ready for further processing. A series of 19-lnch bulbs with P7 screens 
was prepared to evaluate different aluminizlng techniques and heaters. 
A group of 7AK7 tubes was polycast and forwarded for dissect ion 
and measuring. 
(L. B. Martin) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Ten of the 12-plate Typotrons received from Hughes wi l l be tested 
for leakage and gas and than started on l i f e t e s t . The production t e s t 
wi l l be omitted for the present as f a c i l i t i e s at Lexington are overloaded. 
We also received ten type 12280-1 convergence co i l s and ten Typotron 
sockets. 
Three co i l s were damaged, two because the leads were sheared off 
where they emerge from the cylinder and one because of an open main-coil 
winding. The impregnating varnish used makes the leads b r i t t l e . I t i s 
believed that substantial improvement on the lead arrangement could be 
effected with l i t t l e ef fort . The inductance and resistance of the co i l s 
were measured. The trimming windings averaged about 316 millihenrys and 
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220 ohmsj the main windings were about 7.15 henrys and 1575 ohms. 
The f i r s t 12-plate Typotron ( i . e . , one with compensation p l a t e s ) 
was se t up in the 16-position l i f e t e s t . I t was found t h a t more se lec t ion-
centering range was required than provided, while l e s s compensation gain 
was needed. The mounts w i l l be modified to accommodate these condit ions. 
At present i t i s not known i f tube U7U has unusual centering and gain r e -
quirements. In any event, the mounts w i l l be modified as i t i s expected 
tha t some tubes rejected by the production t e s t because of over-specif ica-
t ion centering or gain voltages wi l l be sa t i s fac to ry for l i f e t e s t . The 
mounts w i l l also be modified so t ha t minimum flood-gun bias i s -50 v o l t s . 
The following i s a l i s t of Typotrons, the i r condit ion, and t o t a l 










(T. F. Clough) 
During the pas t 2 weeks progress has been made in the reorganiza-
t ion of the specif icat ions for our 19-inch Charactron display tube. I 














sa t i s fac tory 
sa t i s fac tory 
sa t i s fac tory 
sa t i s fac tory 
marginal 
sa t i s fac tory 
sa t i s fac to ry 
(P. C. Tandy) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
Nine 19-inch Charactrons, CHT-61, CHT-62-1, CHT-68-1, CHT-72-2, 
CHT-73. CHT-75, CHT-80, Convair 7 -1 , and Convair 0082, have completed 
from 56 to 3000 hours on l i f e t e s t . 
Two tubes were taken off l i f e . CHT-71* was r e t i r e d af ter 1780 
hours, and Convair 0071* was r e t i r ed for the second time a f t e r 2360 hours. 
CHT-71* broke down twice when f i r s t turned on, and the pulse-beam current 
curve si.owed a hump. The hump disappeared by 350 hours a t 20^ pulse-duty 
cycle, but i t soon returned when the tube was operated a t d-c zero b i a s . 
By 1111 hours a pulse-matrix current of 50 microamperes could not be ob-
ta ined. Convair 0071* had poor emission when i t was received for l i f e t e s t , 
and i t never improved. I t was operated a t d-c zero bias during the l a s t 
1169 hours. The zero-bias cathode current a t the end of l i f e t e s t was 
only 250 microamperes. 
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CHT-72-2, CHT-75, and CHT-80 have shown no appreciable change 
or improvement on l i f e t es t . The ratio of pulse-cathode current to pulse-
matrix current of CHT-61 and CHT-62-2 has risen to approximately 23 maximum 
after 2980 and 2871 hours, respectively. In a good new tube this ratio i s 
s l ight ly greater than 10. Convair 7-1, recently received for l i f e tes t 
from C. L. Corderman, has shown a drop in pulse-matrix current at zero 
bias from 350 to 35 microamperes after 288 hours. 
The screen backing aluminum, leakage, and ion current of CHT-68-1, 
CHT-72-2, CHT-73, and Convair 7-1 , recently started on l i f e , were able to 
meet specif ications. The Ap-matrix leakage of CHT-73 i s 0.55 microampere, 
which i s within specifications but higher than the usual O.OU for a new 
tube. The Convair tubes 7-1 and 0082 showed ion currents of 0.02U and 
0.016 microampere, respectively. This i s within the specification of 0.1 
microampere. 
2.7 Memory Test Computer 
(W. A. Hosier) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Testing of the XD-1 display system in various aspects continued 
to occupy the major portion of machine time and staff time. A very suc-
cessful demonstration of the prototype XD-1 console was made by Corderman 
and Woolf on 21 February, simulating a tracking-situation display with 
moving aircraft by means of a program written by Harold Houser of Group 61 . 
Category and feature selection incorporated into this program worked out 
very well . 
Substantially a l l the hardware which we undertook to supply for 
the XD-1 l ia i son system outlined in the 11 February Biweekly has now been 
put into the shop or at least Into Drafting, and delivery dates have been 
obtained for a l l special purchases involved. Of these l a t t er , the worst 
i s that for 60,000 feet of modified RG-62A/U cable from Plastoid, expected 
about 6 April. 
In the program to improve the circuitry of the MTC display sys-
tem to make i t more useful to Group 61 and other programmers, an intens i -
fication amplifier was installed on the console scope. The next step wi l l 
be new decoders for horizontal and vertical deflection. The schematic for 
these decoders has been completed, and the Drafting Room i s now working 
on layout. Construction can be started in about a week. 
Tests made on the card reader and punch have been quite s a t i s -
factory; we consider this terminal equipment now available for general 
use, although f u l l ut i l i sat ion wil l require more u t i l i t y programs, such 
as an IBM-to-binary conversion program. 
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Dis t r ibu t ion of computer time, lU-25 February, inc lus ive : 




Ins ta l l a t ion 













(E. Gates) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The new heads for the drum are being t e s t e d a t Kingston and 
should be del ivered to MTC the week of 28 February. The new heads w i l l 
enable us t o increase drum memory to 12 f i e lds and to read independently 
out of two 32-b i t f ie lds for t e s t i n g the XD-1 display system. 
MTC Technician Training 
(A. Vanderburgh, J r . ) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
revised. 
The out l ine for the MTC Technician Training Manual has been 
The new outl ine i s as follows) 
Chapter I 
Chapter I I 







MTC Operating Procedures 
MTC Circui ts 
Maintenance 
Chapters I and I I have been f inished. Chapter I I I i s current ly 
being covered in c lass , and the notes wil l soon be pr in ted . The r e s t of 
the manual i s i n the study and planning s tage . 
MTC Power 
(R. C. Jahn) (UNCLASSIFI35) 
Trouble with KTC power-supply control was caused by inadequate 
fusing in a power-distribution c i r c u i t and subsequent improper operation 
of power-supply control during the voltage cycling period of the genera-
tor . Avoiding the use of control switches during the cycling period 
eliminates t h i s t rouble. 
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Analysis of MTC Tube & Component Defects 
(E. Albanese, B. Searle) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The following i s a summary, for the period lU-25 February, of 
defects found in tubes and in components in MTC: 
Tube or Component Defect Number Hours Lost 
Toggle switches In termi t tent 2 0 
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SECTION I I I - ADVANCE DEVELOPMENT 
3 .1 Magnetic Materials 
3 .1 .1 Chemistry 
Auxiliary Storage for New Computer 
( F . E. Vinal) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Contemplated auxi l ia ry storage for the new computer to 
replace some drum storage used in the pas t may be brought about by the 
use of small high-speed core-memories. 
Two proposals have been advanced, one .for a very high speed 
coincident-current memory, with access tijne of perhaps 1 or 2 micro-
seconds, and the use of a three-core-per -b i t system, involving two switch 
core3 and a smaller memory core . Experiments are contemplated with both 
methods. These problems were discussed with General Ceramics representa-
t ives during t he i r v i s i t of 15 February^ i t was agreed tha t General 
Ceramics would expend effor ts in the d i rec t ion of supplying su i tab le 
cores for experimental th ree-core -per -b i t work, and that the Group 63 
f e r r i t e laboratory would work toward supplying cores for the very high 
speed random-access memories. 
Production of Memory Cores 
( J . Sacco) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Approximately 225,000 F397 memory cores have been pressed 
from batch DCL-2-832. Of these , 150,000 have been f i r ed . 
Preliminary processing of three duplicate batches has been 
completed, and they w i l l be t e s t - f i r e d in the near fu ture . 
Chemical Analysis 
i 
(E. Keith, P . Reimers) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Quantitative analyses of the following have been completed: 
1 . DCL 2-825 spec ia l and DCL 2-E26, both memory-core 
compositionsf 
2 . A sample of ferrous zirconatej 
3 . A sample of ferrous germanatei 
It. A sample of magnesium f e r r i t e . 
Quanti tat ive analyses of DCL 2-827, DCL 2-832, memory-core 
compositions, and a sample of lithium f e r r i t e are in progress . 
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Fer r i t e s for Magnetostriction Measurements 
(D. L. Brown) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The s e r i e s DCL 3-121 to 133 CR and DR were re f i r ed , com-
ple t ing the nickel f e r r i t e plus M^Oj^ s e r i e s . DCL 3-185 to 193 A and B, 
nickel-manganese f e r r i t e s , and DCL 3-155 to 165 C and D, nickel-z inc 
f e r r i t e s , were f i r e d . 
Lithium Fe r r i t e 
(D. L. Brown) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
< 
Attempts to prepare a high qual i ty l i th ium f e r r i t e have not 
thus far been successful . Samples made to date have not been s i n g l e -
phase mater ia l . 
X-ray Diffraction 
( F . S. Maddocks) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
X-ray d i f f rac t ion pat terns have been made for the se r i e s 
DCL-2-396 thru DCL-2-U00 to determine the resu l t s of r e f i r ing in n i t rogen. 
Two samples, DCL-2-399 and U00, were poorly c rys ta l l i zed te t ragonal sp ine ls 
before r e f i r i n g . After r e f i r i n g , both samples were much be t t e r c ry s t a l l i z ed ) 
sample DCL-2-399 had changed to cubic symmetry, and 2-li00 showed far fewer 
twin p lanes . The remainder of the se r ies displayed well c rys ta l l i zed cubic 
symmetry before and a f t e r r e f i r i n g . Lat t ice parameters were changed l i t t l e , 
i f a t a l l ) but changes in X-ray re f lec t ion i n t e n s i t i e s indicate a rearrange-
ment of ions within the sp ine l l a t t i c e . 
Inorganic Chemistry 
(D. Wickham) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
In analogy to the zinc-garmanium>iroiL.spinels being prepared 
(compositions within the system ZnFe„ 0.-Fe_ Ge 0,) , an attempt has 
been made to prepare Fel^ZrO, (ferrous zirconate) ana a $0% sol id so lu t ion 
of t h i s substance with zinc r e r r i t e . Up to 1000C FeO and ZrO. apparently 
do not combine to form a ferrous z i rconate . When a mixture or FeO and 
ZrO with the empirical composition of Fe_ZrO, i s mixed and ignited with 
ZnFBpO. , a magnetic phase i s formed, but an X-ray powder pa t tern of the 
prodflct obtained a t 1CO0C shows the presence of some unreacted ZrO? . 
Automatic Core Tester 
( J . Schal lerer) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The sensing c i r c u i t s for the automatic core t e s t e r have 
f ina l ly been refined to the point where radar interference i s n e g l i g i b l e . 
Calibrat ion of the t e s t e r has s t a r t e d , and a good idea of the r e l i a b i l t y 
of the system should be known soon. I t i s expected that the t e s t e r w i l l 
be usable in the next few days. 
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Cores for 2$6 x 2$6 Memory 
( J . W. Schallerer) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
We now have on hand 32,000 s ing le - tes ted cores and 37,000 
double-tested cores for t h i s memory. Al l t e s t i ng thus far has been on 
the semiautomatic core t e s t e r . 
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3.1.2 Physica 
Magnetization of Ultra-Thin Metal Tapes 
(N. Menyuk) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A study is being made of the magnetization process in ultra-
thin metal tapes assuming nucleation at grain boundaries. This process 
must be calculated in three distinct stepst First, there Is the growth 
of cylindrical domains; second, the growth of neighboring domain walls 
until they meet at the tape surfaces; and third, the collapse of essen-
tially elliptical domains. The first and third steps have been calcu-
lated previously. The second step has now been calculated by an approxi-
mation method. The resultant equation for the switching coefficient has 
a form which differs somewhat from that previously obtained. Work is 
continuing to determine if the results obtained are compatible with 
experimental evidence. 
D. C. Fluxaeter 
(R. A. Pacl, Jr.) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The power-output stage of the amplifier i s being modified to 
provide higher gain, better s tab i l i ty , and Improved l inear i ty . 
Incremental Permeability 
(J . D. Childress) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Calculations show that the incremental permeability at 
remanence of a magnetic material i s caused by 
1 . Growth of domains of reverse magnetization; 
2 . Nucleation of domains of reverse magnetization; and 
3 . Rotation of the directions of magnetization of the 
domains. 
Only the contribution of magnetization rotation i s s i g n i f i -
cantly dependent (in magnitude) upon the direction of the applied f i e l d . 
Hence, the rotation mechanism i s responsible for "delta" noise . Further, 
delta noise can be reduced by alignment of the directions of magnetiza-
tion and by increasing the anisotropy constant. 
3.2 New Components and Circuits 
3 .2 .1 Transistor Circuits 
Emitter Follower 
(A. L. Pugh) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Emitter followers were investigated for general c ircu i t use 
and in particular for driving 90-ohm l i n e s . Driving with a r i s e time of 
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15 millimicrosecondss the difference between the rise times of the input 
and output pulses was barely discernible. In the case of a 90-ohm load 
the emitter follower has a voltage gain of 3/k and an input impedance of 
about 1500 ohms. 
Summary of Transistor Production 
(D. J. Eckl) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A final report on the present status of transistor produc-
tion should be available at the end of the next biweekly period. This 
report will not be generally distributed, because some of the informa-
tion contained therein is of a proprietary nature. 
Transistor Core Drivers (D.J. Eckl) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
At the request of Carlo Bocciarelli of Philco, I have been 
discussing with Bill Papian the requirements for a transistor to drive 
present and future core memories. The problem is a very complex one, 
and the transistor type required depends on the memory driving scheme. 
SBT Frequency Response (D.J. Eckl) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Preliminary measurements on swept-frequency response curves 
for grounded-emitter SBT's have not been consistent with measurements 
supplied from Philco based on maximum oscillating frequency. 
Transistor Symposium (D. J. Eckl) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
I attended a symposium on transistor circuits at the 
University of Pennsylvania on 17 and 18 February. Philco's method of 
measuring f was described. Some work with field-effect transistors at 
Sylvania (Ipswich) was also discussed. This is apparently going to 
become an annual conference. 
Visit to Philco 
(E. U. Cohler) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
On 16 February Donald J. Eckl and I visited two installations 
at Philco. They have discovered a simple figure of merit for the hole-
storage characteristics of surface-barrier transistors which is constant 
over a wide range of operating conditions. The chief difficulty with 
their figure of merit lies in its inability to predict quantitatively 
operation In a given circuit. However, it does give us a method of 
comparing transistors without reference to any circuit. In addition, we 
were given a preview of certain circuits and packages that will be 
revealed to the public in the near future. These comprised the bases of 
a transistorized computer. 
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Flip-Flops 
(E. U. Cohler) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
In some experiments with the rise time of grounded-emitter 
c ircui ts employing surface-barrier transistors, I have found that the 
load resistance i s definitely affecting the r i se time. This means that 
the collector-capacity effect i s not negl igible . While this may not 
seem l ikely at f i r s t blush, because of the extremely small collector 
capacity of these transistors ( l e s s than 6 millimillfarads ) , when one 
considers the effective increase of collector capacity in a grounded-
emitter operation, i t becomes quite evident that load resistances of the 
order of IK can have a definite e f fect on the r i se times involved in 
these c i rcu i t s . New experiments with f l ip-f lops employing lower supply 
voltages and lower load resistances give promise of considerably faster 
operation, on the order of 50-p.sec turn-over time. 
Basic Circuit Work in General 
(E. D. Cohler, X. Xonkle) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
We have investigated the following phenomena-
1 . Saturation beta of surface-barrier transistors; 
2 . Reverse-recovery characteristics of surface-barrier 
transistors) 
3 . Rise time characteristics of surface-barrier 
transistors] 
h. Interconnection of alloy transistors in relay-like 
circuitry. 
Since this work has only now been completed we are not quite 
la a position to give results in an organised form. We are proceeding to 
the consideration of specific c ircuitry at this point . 
(Helvin M. Cerler) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A l i s t i s being made of characteristic curves that various 
people have taken on SBT's. Time has been spent becoming familiar with 
SBT circuitry. 
(M. B. Petersen) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The variation of surface-barrier-transistor parameters with 
operating conditions i s being measured. 
The data accumulated on SBT characteristics vs. ambient tempera-
ture i s being assembled. 
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(J . R. Freeman) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The use of a center-tapped transformer to drive the one-
dig i t shif t register with a sine-wave generator has yielded further 
confirmation of the operating l imits measured with pulses . The c ircui t 
operates with complete r e l i a b i l i t y with rms signals of 0.25 volt over 
the range extending from 0.1 to It„8 megacycles. 
I t has been decided to defer extensive margin t e s t s on the 
e ight-digi t shift register pending development of a suitable driving 
c i r c u i t . 
(P. Griffith) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Static characteristics were obtained for the surface-barrier 
transistor operating as grounded base and grounded emitter. 
A study of the variation of transistor col lector resistance 
versus collector voltage (operating at i "1.0 ml111ampere and 2.0 
a i m ampere, respectively) was made for f ive trans is tors . 
From the above data a grcunded-emitter amplifier was con-
structed. The voltage gain versus load resistance curve was linear from 
0 to 2500 ohms and became almost constant for greater load resistance. 
Next a grounded-base amplifier was designed and constructed 
according to characteristics obtained previously. The gain versus load 
resistance curve was linear from 0 to U000 ohms. 
Tetrode-Transistor Switching Circuits 
(C. T. Kirk) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Further investigation of the tetrode transistor as a switch-
ing element has been delayed pending receipt of ten high-frequency 
tetrodes from Germanium Products. 
Single-Rank Surface-Barrier-Tranaistor (SBT) Flip-Flop 
(C. T. Kirk) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
An experimental single-rank SBT f l ip - f lop has been designed 
and b u i l t . Transient storage (delay) in this f l ip - f lop i s accomplished 
by a simple LC network. Since th i s type of network yie lds only a second-
order response in the output for a step input, an amplifier was inserted 
in the output of this network to improve the over-all delay and rise-time 
characteristics of the network. The experimental resul ts of this 
f l ip - f lop are now being studied. 
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Voltage-Type Decoder 
(L. Jedynak) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The voltage-type decoder uses c i r c u i t r y such tha t the opera-
t ion switches from emitter-follower to grounded-emitter when the emit ter 
voltage reaches the reference vo l t age . This i s accomplished by the 
switching of a T-7G diode. I t was found tha t by inse r t ing a small 
resistance ~ UCO ohms ~ in the emit ter lead and removing the large 
base r e s i s t ance , emitter-follower act ion i s re ta ined in a f i na l c i r c u i t 
much l e s s dependent upon the alpha of the t r a n s i s t o r s . The frequency 
response of the system has been adversely affected by t h i s modificat ion. 
The present problem i s to improve t h i s response to an acceptable va lue . 
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3.2.2 Magnetic-Core Circuits 
Stepping Registers 
(Q. Davidson) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A report on "The Design of Two-Core-Per-Bit Magnetic Core Stepping 
Registers" i s being completed. Tests on an actual stepping register are 
being compared to the design values. 
3.2.3 Memory 
(W. N. Papian) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
As part of the space reshuffling necessary to accommodate the 
increased activity of Group 63, the Memory Section is giving up its plane-
assembly area in B-1^7. The equipment and technicians will be moved to 
B-170, which will then contain all of our effort. The memories now 
being designed will have to be assembled and tested elsewhere, probably 
right on the floor of the computer for which they are meant. 
About 32 of the 600 unit planes we expect to assemble over the 
coming months are slated for delivery to Group 21* for their development 
work. 
Visitors last period included two representatives of Milliard, the 
large British manufacturer of vacuum tubes, magnetic devices, and other 
electrical equipment. They are now producing 'reasonably good ferrite 
memory cores and are also developing some core-memo»*y systems. Louis 
Nofrey of the University of California Radiation Laboratory was also 
here; they are about to request bids on a large computer for their 
government work and are anxious to have it include the largest, fastest 
core memory possible. We gave them as much advice as we could; Mr. 
Nofrey promised to keep us informed of their progress. 
Jack Mitchell is now in California; his visits will include International 
Telemeter Corp. and Rand, with intent to find out the latest information 
on the Johnniac and other core-memory developments. 
» 
Mechanical Design and Layout for 256 x 2$6 Memory 
(E. A. Oudtii) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Twelve of the 16 memory-plane modules required for the f i r s t 256 x 
256 plane are partial ly completed. 
A schedule has been worked out for the construction of 35 more 256 x 
256 planes. These should be completed in February 1956. 
Design of a plug-in unit and mounting subrack i s almost completed. 
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Printed Plane 
(E. A. audita) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A v i s i t was made to Electro-Tec Corporation, South Hackensack, New 
Jersey. The electrodeposition of metal on printed conductors in the 
memory plane was discussed. 
Experiments are being conducted to determine i f i t i s practical to 
do our own laminating of copper to base material. Results to date are 
encouraging. 
Talk 
(J. Haffel) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A paper entitled "Experiments On A Three-Core Cell For High-Speed 
Memories" has been prepared in collaboration with S. Bi-adspies for the 
I.R.E. Convention, 23 March. 
Memory with External Selection 
(S. Bradpsies) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A detailed comparison between the features of the high-speed memory 
with external selection and of a proposed high-speed coincident-current 
memory has been completed. An evaluation of the results has not yet been 
made. 
(D. H. E l l i s ) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The new cores with lower switching coefficient (S„) were received 
from General Ceramics. Tests are in progress to determine the smallest 
value of driving current tnat can be used to drive an externally selected 
memory core through a complete cycle in 1 microsecond. 
Vith the substitution of the new cores, a new trouble has been en-
countered. The ZERO outputs are disturb sensit ive. This could be 
attributed, in part, to the lower coercive force of the material. Also, 
the ef fect of reducing the s i s e of the memory core with acid i s a factor 
to be considered. 
3.2.U Systems 
3.2.1.1 Design 
(N. L. Daggett, J. W. Forgie, V. A. Clark) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
We have re-examined the design for a machine based on the "program on 
demand" idea and conclude that the basic f l e x i b i l i t y afforded by this 
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system jus t i f i e s going ahead with the preparation of detailed block 
diagrams. 
3.2.14.2 Planning 
(K. H. Olsen) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A proposal for the mechanical design of the experimental computer i s 
being prepared. Loren Prentice has delivered a device that welds poly-
styrene handle and base to the transistors we are using. 
(J. Fadiman) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
In order to gain experience with transistors and transistor 
circuitry, I have been experimenting with a transistor f l i p - f l o p circuit 
and associated gating device. 
(E. Sawyer) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A block diagram of the Burroughs equipment necessary for the operation 
of the 8-digit multiplier has been prepared. 
'Riis equipment has been assembled and rack mounted and i s now being 
tested. 
(E. Hughes) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A block schematic has been made of the proposed paper-tape-reader 
log i c . The drawing number i s SB-619U3. 
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IV - CENTRAL SERVICES 
U.l Material Requirements & Stock 
(H. B. Morley) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The Air Force FY. 56 Financial Plan Schedule of Non-Standard 
Mission Support Items of equipment for Division 6 has been completed. 
We are setting up a central f i l e of transistor information com-
posed of the la tes t catalogs and data sheets from every transistor manu-
facturer in the country. 
By popular demand goldenrod pads have been reinstated as a stand-
ard stationery item. They are available at Bldg. B Stationery Stores. 
U.2 Engineering Services 
U.2.1 Components 
(H. W. Hodgdon, C. Morrione, R. J . Biagiotti) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
During the next few weeks R. J. Biagiott i wi l l spend a large per-
centage of his time working with W. Mitchell of IBM, setting up detai ls 
of the failure-recording and reporting system for XD-1. 
Examination of a fai led capacitor rack from an XD-1 power supply 
disclosed inadequate mechanical design in the unit, rather than faulty com-
ponents . 
Satisfactory progress i s being made in the development of a diode 
curve tracer. This equipment wi l l enable us to make comparative measure-
ments, acceptance t e s t s , and other checks on many different types of diodes. 
U.2.2 Test Equipment 
Test Equipment Committee 
(L. Sutro) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The Committee i s following reports of use of the DuMont 338 
osci l loscope. It has offered to IBM 90 Burroughs f l ip-f lops received 
nearly a year ajo from Qroup 2li and never used. The committee has 
approved purchase of: 
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Mfr. Model Qty. Use 
Simpson 260 15 Testing in Division 6 
Tektronix 53C 1 Measure signal ratios in 
Cape Cod System 
Tektronix 530 1 Transistor-circuit 
measurements 
Weston 931 1 Component t e s t s in Group 60 
Weston 931 1 Component t e s t s in Group 60 
Test Equipment Headquarters 
(L. Sutro, a. Bil le) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
In addition to maintaining a l l the test equipment in Division 6, 
we have been checking and repairing IBM's oscilloscopes as they arrive 
for use in Building F. All five of the 18-nc-bandwidth Diilont type 336 
oscilloscopes ordered for Division 6 have been received and checked. Four 
are in use and one i s available for anyone who needs i t . 
U.2.3 Mechanical Engineering 
(A. R. Smith, L. B. Smith, L. B. Prentice) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
A multicam recycling timer has been designed to activate e ight 
separate thyratron c ircuits with a 1% to 99% on and off time per c i rcu i t , 
a sequencing range of 100%, and a cycle time varying between 0.028 second 
and 1 minute. Modular-type construction permits the expansion to addi-
tional circuits and a wider range of cycle speeds, i t s limiting factors 
being available space, driving force, and inherent switch characterist ics . 
U.3 Drafting 
Inter-Office Memoranda 
(A. M. Falcione) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
The improper use of inter-off ice memoranda results in a large 
amount of valuable information for which we have no appropriate i d e n t i f i -
cation or f i l ing system. Close scrutiny of a l l inter-office memoranda 
wi l l be maintained to insure proper use. If there is any reason why 
applying an M-number delays the process of getting the material out, please 
bring i t to my attention. 
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Positive-to-Positive Reproduction 
(A. M. Falcione) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The Ozalid Corporation recently developed an "Ozalith" sensitized 
plate for Multilith reproduction. This plate enables us to make a positive-
to-positive Multilith plate for 8 1/2 x 11 size only from a good clear vellum 
original. This process eliminates the use of photographic negatives and 
enables us to reproduce material much faster than heretofore. Through this 
medium we can reproduce large numbers of sketches and drawings, providing 
that the vellum original is clear and sharp. Care should be taken to allow 
spacing on the vellum original (1/2 inch all around) to provide for security 
classification and the gripper margin required by the Multilith machine. 
IBM Print Distribution 
(A. M. Falcione) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The following print-distribution list for XD-1 drawings has been 










Display - 1 




















Block schematics of PU (sheet 2 of wiring diagrai 
only) All diagrams on logic, block, element, 
system, etc. 
All PU wiring diagrams & schematics (sheets 1 & 




Card details & card assembly for central display 
PU wiring diagram & block schematics central dis 
play (sheets 1 & 2). Logic diagram of display. 
(List of dwgs. has been furnished.) 
All component drawings 
All specifications 
All specifications 
List furnished of required drawings 
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U.U Administration at Personnel 
U.U.2 Non-Staff 
(R. A. Osborne) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
New 
Donald Bresette i s a new clerk in the Duplicating Room where he 
wi l l help operate the Mul t i l i th machine. 
P a t r i c i a Golden i s a new secretary in Group 61 working for 
R. J . Horn. 






1 Clerk for the Pr int Room, Group 60 
1 Clerk-Typist for Group 62 
1 Electro-Mechanical Checker 
1 Layout Draftsman 
1 Technical Assistant for Group 61 





(D. B. Helwlg) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The Following documents were published by Division 6 or received 
from IBM During the period 15 February - February 1955* 
Division 6 Reports 




































































Synchronized clock system for SAGE System 
Combat Center U 
An Investigation of CRT Problems 
(\iS Thesis Prop.) U 
Proposal for two New Instruction for Whirlwind I U 
Redesign of the Drum Read Driver U 
Mission'Speclfications (17-55) for Raydist 
Orientation on 23 and 25 Feb. 1955 U 
Report of Committee on SAGE System manual Inputs 
and Miscellaneous Outputs C 
Division 6 Production Corrdination Office U 
Radar Data Link Orientation in the SAGE System C 
Vist to General Mills Inc. Minneapolis, Minn. U 
Proposal for SAGE Experimental Subsector 
Planning Approval Committee U 
SAGE Sysj^m Meeting Feb. l l , 1955 ' U 
Notes on Systems Planning Meeting lU February, 
1955 at 0930E U 
Syllabus for the 1951 Cape Cod System Familiar-
ization Program 23 Feb. to 8 March 1955 C 
Photo Multiplier and CRT Conference January 27 » 
1955 at Dumont Passaic, N,J. U 
K-1303 Phota-Multiplier and K-1230 CRT Meeting v 
of January 18,1955 U 
Biweeklies U 
Mission Specifications (If-66) for Raydist 
Orientation on 2 and h March 1955 U 
Long-Range Radar Input Specifications for the 
In i t ia l AN/FSQ-7 Machines C 
Z-2177 Meeting of 10 January 55 U 
Preliminary Study of AN/FSQ- 8 C 
Sage System Meeting February 21,1955 U 
Group 61 Mission Specifications (19-55) for 
an Accuracy Training Test onJTuesday, 1 
March 1955 ^ C V U 
nnurrirffTnT 
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Programmer's Reference Manual Punched Cards and Card 
•achines u 
Weekly Summary of Prototype Development i n lexington U 
AN/FSQ-7 Bi-Weekly Progress Report C 
ft 
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